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eMysteries
Detective Stories to Engage Students in Close Reading
with the Use of Mobile Devices
eMysteries MOOC

The eMysteries MOOC consists of 7
modules:

The Consortium of the European Project
eMysteries is pleased to announce the
creation of its online platform.

 First module: Mystery detective
stories
 Second module: Women and
detective stories
 Third module: Teaching detective
stories
 Fourth module: Close reading
 Fifth module: Creative writing
 Sixth module: Creating digital
detective stories
 Seventh
module:
Interactive
environment

The MOOC focuses on the development
of educational content and will serve as
a tool for helping teacher’s professional
development.
Watch the teaser video of eMysteries
MOOC and get ready to experience it:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8RoKQHsqg8w

Take advantage of the innovative
educational practices and suggestions
developed in the framework of the
project in the following website
https://emysteries.4eclass.net/login/ind
ex.php

Multiplier Events in all
partner countries
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Multiplier Events took place in Portugal,
Cyprus, Ireland, Spain and Germany
in order to inform project’s stakeholders
and specifically teachers of the
secondary education on the innovative
methodologies, tools and resources that
were produced during the project for
addressing the reading and writing needs
of under-skilled upper secondary school
students. Specifically, the e-Reading
Mysteries Toolbox for teaching and
writing, detective stories and the eReading
Mysteries
mobile-devicesupported interactive environment were
demonstrated. In addition, information
about the MOOC was presented and
teachers were encouraged to register to
the online platform and use the materials
provided with their students. The events
reached more than 160 participants.
Overall, partners have received very
positive feedback about the overall work
and participants have also expressed
interest in using the resources
developed.

What Comes Next
During the next months, partners will
finalize all the work that is needed for the
completion of the eMysteries project. The
final event will take place in
Schwerin/Germany on 18th of November
2021.

Contact us
Website: www.emysteries.eu
Email: info@emysteries.eu
Facebook Page: @emysterieseu
Instagram: @emysterieseu
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